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Plots of ln τ versus 1/T
As described in the main text, we found a frequency-dependence of the χ’ and χ” components in ac measurements in the 1-1000 Hz range for 120-layer hybrid films of DODA-clay-CsNiCr, DODA-clay-CsMnCr and DODA-clay-CsNiMnCr, which indicates a slow magnetic relaxation of the magnetization. The temperature dependence of the associated relaxation time of the magnetization, τ, is plotted in Figure S1 for DODA-clay-CsNiCr, DODA-clay-CsMnCr. These graphs can be well approximated by a purely linear fit, meaning that the behaviour follows an Arrhenius law. The fits give unphysical values for τ₀ (~10⁻²⁰ s for CsNiCr and ~10⁻²² s for CsMnCr), well above typical relaxation values of ~10⁻⁹ to 10⁻¹² s for superparamagnets. These very low and unphysical values of τ₀ suggest that not only one energy barrier exists but a large number of them and therefore disordered ferro- (CsNiCr) and

![Graph showing ln τ versus 1/T](image-url)
ferrimagnets (CsMnCr) occur in the films. In fact, very low values for $\tau_0$ are obtained ($\tau_0 \approx 10^{-30} - 10^{-40}$ s) when applied to spin glasses.[1][2]

**Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (performed in the transmission electron microscope)**

![EDX spectrum](image)

**Figure S2** STEM-EDX spectrum of from a thin lamella prepared from a 120-layer hybrid films of DODA-clay-CsNiMnCr deposited on mylar. Ga is present due to FIB milling using Ga ions. This spectrum is in perfect agreement with the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data discussed in the main text.

**X-ray diffraction**

To rule out the presence of Prussian Blue analogue nano or micro crystallites, we performed XRD for wider angles (above 10°) on a 120-layer hybrid films of DODA-clay-CsMnCr deposited on mylar; the result is shown in figure S3. This angular range should bear the ‘signature’ of PBA crystalline diffraction peaks if crystallites were present [3][4]. However, characteristic PBA peaks expected for 2θ between 10 and 20° are not observed. This testifies once more to the presence of a bidimensional PBA layer. The peak observed for 2θ between 23 and 28° is due to the substrate as confirmed by the XR diffractogram of mylar alone (blue curve).
Figure S3. XRD of a 120-layer hybrid film of DODA-clay-CsNiMnCr deposited on mylar for wider angular range. The corresponding diffractogram of the substrate alone is shown for comparison. The top curve was offset for readability. The peaks observed between 23 and 28° stem from mylar.